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Q: Tell us a little about your family background — where you were born
and grew up, your education, and so forth.

Abrahamson: I was raised in Annapolis, Maryland, by immigrant par‐ents — my father, a Classics professor at St. John’s College; my mother,a physician in general practice. It was clear to me, even as a young child,that the household ethos was largely defined by their Mitteleuropa(Ger man/Swiss/Austrian/Czech) cultural roots. A key element of thiswas a profound respect for formal education, and the dinner‐table dis‐course — often enlivened by my parents’ colleagues or students — al ‐ways reinforced the centrality of learning in a life well‐lived. As new‐comers in an adopted land, however, my parents also realized that theywould have to embrace less formal forms of learning, specifically self‐
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Kobre Award Interview: David Abrahamson

David Abrahamson received the American Jour -
nalism Historians Association’s Kobre Award for
Lifetime Achievement in 2013. He is the Charles
Deering Professor of Teaching Excellence at
Northwestern University. He is the author of
Mag azine-Made America: The Cultural Transfor -
ma tion of the Postwar Periodical, editor of The
American Magazine: Research Perspectives and
Prospects, and co-editor of The Routledge
Hand   book of Magazine Research. He is the gen-
eral editor of the Northwestern University Press

“Visions of the American Press” series. Along with the Kobre
Award, he has received the AEJMC Magazine Division’s Educator of
the Year Award (2011).
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education through the popular media. As a result, the daily newspaperceremony (Annapolis’s Evening Capital, which apocryphally claimed an18th‐Century founding) and the weekend perusal of stacks of popularmagazines were treasured family rituals of exploration. With theseinferred influences as a starting point, an undergraduate degree in his‐tory from Johns Hopkins University, then two years in the service andthen a master’s degree from the University of California, Berkeley,Grad uate School of Journalism led to my career as a magazine editorand writer.
Q: What did you do professionally before going into teaching?

Abrahamson: In the 1970s, I served as the managing editor of
American Boating, editor of AutoWeek and managing editor of Car and
Driver. Looking to Harold Hayes’s Esquire for inspiration, Car and
Driver tried to engage the automobile not as an object of devotion butas a social and cultural phenomenon worthy of serious journalism. Af ‐ter a number of years as an editor, however, the desire to write full‐time asserted itself (“Create rather than process,” the voice said). Foralmost two decades thereafter, I contributed articles to a variety of na ‐tional publications (e.g. The New York Times Magazine, New York,
Science, Oceans, etc.). In addition, I had an active editorial consultancy,assisting publications with start‐ups and editorial workshops. Clientsin cluded many of the major magazine publishing firms, and in some in ‐stances, I served as editorial director for substantial new projects.
Q: Where, and what courses, have you taught?

Abrahamson: Though I have always conceived of the role of an editoras teacher, my formal involvement with the academy began in the early1980s when I was invited to teach writing and editing workshops for an
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affiliate of the University of New Hampshire. Subsequent teaching posi‐tions included adjunct professorships in the New York University’s De ‐partments of Journalism, History and its Center for Publishing, as wellas adjunct lectureships at New York’s Pratt Institute and the School ofVisual Arts. A growing engagement with teaching and re search led to aseries of career choices. At age 42, I enrolled in the doctoral program inAmerican Civilization at New York University, passed my qualifyingexams in Journalism, Culture and Communication and American His ‐tory, completed my dissertation and was awarded my Ph.D. in 1992. Ijoined the full‐time faculty of Northwestern University’s Medill Schoolof Journalism in August 1994. I have taught the following courses: Lit ‐erary Journalism, Magazine Publishing, Magazine Writing, MagazineEdit ing, Magazine Editing in an International Context, and AmericanHis tory.
Q: Tell us about your background in history — When did you first get
interested in historical research? How did your education prepare you to
be a historian?

Abrahamson: This may sound terribly pedestrian, but as an adolescentI think it is safe to say that I read at least 50 of the “Landmark” bookson American history. I did not, of course, realize how chauvinistic, eth‐nocentric and incomplete the narratives were; indeed, it is hard toimagine more tainted, bowdlerized versions of American history. But Isuppose they were a perfect answer to the historical appetites of a 12‐year‐old. Becoming a history major as an undergraduate at Johns Hop ‐kins University probably was an important turning point. I am not cer‐tain about the institutional background, but in retrospect it is clear thatHopkins in the mid‐1960s embarked on a serious effort to establish aprominent history department. The country’s best history programswere raided, and the university succeeded in attracting David Herbert
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Donald, Alfred Chandler, Stephen Ambrose, Frederick Lane, and Rich ‐ard Slusser. Similar attention was paid to a History of Science Depart ‐ment that also featured prominent scholars. Now I have to confess thatall of this scholarly quality was pretty much lost on me at the time. Itook the courses, learned a lot and became curious about the possibili‐ty of one day becoming a historian, but I have to admit I could havestudied harder and learned more. My undergraduate experience as ahis tory major, however, proved to be a good foundation when in myearly forties I enrolled in a doctoral program in American Civilization atNew York University. As you know, an Am Civ (American Studies) de ‐gree is typically a combination of American history, literature andsomething else. For me the something else was Neil Postman’s programin Culture and Communication, which he always infused with a histori‐cal perspective.
Q: Who or what have been the major influences on your historical outlook
and work?

Abrahamson: Perhaps the major influence was Paul Baker, a GildedAge biographical historian, author of the definitive historical biographyof Stanford White (Stanny: The Gilded Life of Stanford White) and mydissertation director. His outlook, like many involved in AmericanStudies, was explicitly interdisciplinary. As a result, in my own histori‐cal work I have always regarded disciplinary boundaries as lightlyguarded frontiers. In the same vein, I have always been moved by thework of Vernon Louis Parrington and his foundational AmericanStudies scholarship. I probably ought to also mention Peter Novick’s
That Noble Dream, in my view one of the most insightful books on thechallenge of historical objectivity. One last aspect of my historical out‐look concerns the importance of economic factors in media history.Though definitive microeconomic data is usually rather hard to obtain,
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I think it often influences historical outcomes in ways that are oftenoverlooked.
Q: What are the main areas or ideas on which you concentrate your his-
torical work?

Abrahamson: I have long been most curious about what might becalled sociocultural history. It might be useful to first declare what thisis not: It isn’t social history, which typically focuses on various aspectsof class, nor is it cultural history, which often is centered on intellectu‐al history or on the arts. Rather, I like to think of the sociocultural as thehistorical intersection of both institutions and individuals, in both theirworking life and avocational pursuits. This is admittedly a fairly broadtent, but it allows for a degree of interdisciplinarity that I think is essen‐tial. As for my study subject and period, I have always been drawn tothe study of the history of the postwar media. An aside: My reference to
postwar — that is, World War II — must clearly identify me as an agingBaby Boomer.
Q: Summarize for us the body of work — books, journal articles, and book
chapters — that you have done related to history.

Abrahamson: Here’s a list of books: editor, The American Magazine:
Re   search Perspectives and Prospects (1995); Magazine-Made America:
The Cultural Transformation of the Postwar Periodical (1996); withMar  cia Prior‐Miller, eds., The Routledge Handbook of Magazine Re -
search: The Future of the Magazine Form (2015). I’ve also done six bookchapters and journal articles.
Q: Of the books you have written, from which ones did you get the most
satisfaction?
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Abrahamson: My most recent book, which I co‐edited with MarciaPrior‐Miller of Iowa Sate University, was titled the Routledge Handbook
of Magazine Research and was published in 2015. It is a scholarly an ‐thology of the last two or three decades of scholarly research on maga‐zines, and much of the scholarship was historical in nature. It was quiterewarding to help pull all this material together into a single — and Ibelieve much‐needed — single volume. However, if I consider “mostsatisfaction,” it would have to be my Magazine-Made America: The Cul -
tural Transformation of the Post-War Periodical. It documents thechange in the magazine ecosystem in the middle of the 20th Centurywhen the industry moved from general‐interest to special‐interest pub‐lications. Using the work of Roland Marchand (rather than FrankLuther Mott) as a template, I tried to replace chronicle with a moreinterpretive ap proach. I can only hope that others have judged myattempt successful.
Q: We realize that it is difficult to judge one’s own work — and that the
most accomplished people are often the most modest — but if you had to
summarize your most important contributions to the field of JMC history,
what would they be?

Abrahamson: In 2003 my institution decided to make a major commit‐ment to its university press, and part of that effort included approach‐ing two of the component schools — the Kellogg School of Managementand the Medill School of Journalism — to see if they could come up withseries for the press to publish. I had the good fortune to be charged bymy dean with the project, and with the help of my late colleagueRichard Schwarzlose, we came up with a series titled “Visions of theAmerican Press.” It called for 40 to 45 historical volumes, starting with
Aeropagitica and ending with the rise of the World Wide Web. I believewe are fewer than ten volumes from completing the series, and as its
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general editor I’ve had the great good fortune to be in a position to helpempower others; specifically, my fellow media historians. One cannever be sure, but I believe the Medill series has made a significant con‐tribution to the history of journalism and mass communication.Further, I must admit that it has been both a labor of love and incredi‐bly satisfying. I do hope that at least some of the series authors wouldconcur.
Q: As you look back over your career, if you could do anything differently,
what would it be?

Abrahamson: One of the larger challenges of being a faculty memberin the academy is time management. I suspect that I’ve done at least apassable job of this over the course of my career, but there is this nag‐ging feeling that I could have been more intellectually productive. Idoubt this is a unique feeling, but I do wish that, with a bit more rigor‐ous focus, I had been able to write more.
Q: Tell us about your “philosophy of history” (of historical study in gener-
al or of JMC history in particular) or what you think are the most impor-
tant principles for studying history.

Abrahamson: I have often relied on three inter‐related avenues ofenquiry in my historical work. The first is to always ask what reallyhappened. And why. Implied in this is a belief that there is a curtain thatalways must be drawn aside to reveal the wizard. Second, a focus on thehistory of media institutions can reveal much about the nature of theme dia product. And lastly, I have a certain philosophical comfort in ex ‐ploring journalism history using an ethnographic approach. It can beargued that journalists are hugely tribal, and their rituals and belief sys‐tems say much about their values and purposes.
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Q: How would you evaluate the quality of work being done today in JMC
history — its strengths and weaknesses?

Abrahamson: I am really impressed by the quality of the current schol‐arship. I have perhaps a skewed perspective as a result of chairing theAJHA Blanchard Prize Committee for the last two decades. Since thevitality of any organism (or institution) can be measured by its repro‐ductive success, seeing the high quality of all these newly minted Ph.D.sshould reassure everyone that media history scholarship is enjoying aGolden Age.
Q: What do you think we in JMC history need to be doing to improve the
status of JMC history in (1) JMC education and (2) the wider field of histo-
ry in general?

Abrahamson: I hate to say this, but I often suspect that we may be onthe verge of a genuinely ahistorical period. One doesn’t need to be dys ‐topian to see evidence of this all around us. We seem to be in an erawhere the journalism academy — or at least its administrators — arehopelessly enamored with technology and suspicious of any subject notdirectly related to our students’ vocational success. While, for sure,there is an on‐going call for historians to mount the barricades, I won‐der if we aren’t mostly preaching to the choir. I suppose the answer liesin the coming generations of media history scholars. Which means thatwe seniors must do everything we can to encourage them to find it.
Q: What challenges do you think JMC history faces in the future?

Abrahamson: I suspect that much of the course of any academic disci‐pline is determined by the direction provided by its learned society. In
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the case of media history, AJHA is a major actor. The future, therefore,will be determined by the clarity with which professional associationssuch as AJHA see their role. In a larger frame, the challenges may large‐ly center on the place of the Humanities in the academy. Much of jour‐nalism scholarship rushed headlong into what it thought was a safeharbor in social studies. I’m happy to report that media historians havelargely avoided the lure of the quantitative paradigms, but if our correcthome is the humanities or some version thereof, it would be useful ifserious thought were given to the role of humanities, not only in theacademy but in society as a whole.
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